
Give your dog a voice.

WHAT IF dogs could speak? Just like in the movie UP, or Dr. Doolittle. 
That would be amazing! But forget it. That’s not going to happen. 
Instead, meet Petspeak, the next best thing. 

Through a clever combination of a 3-axis accelerometer, Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth, Petspeak gives your dog a voice. Attached to any collar, 
Petspeak records each dogs unique motion profile, that in turn  
triggers different audio messages. But there’s more. With Petspeak:

• Your dog can speak.

• Your dog can text.

• You can speak to your dog, remotely.

• You can make custom videos of your dog talking, singing, etc.

• Your dog can even remind you when to walk and feed him.

Petspeak Founder, Fredrik Colting, says,  

 “ We constantly upgrade our phones, our cars and our homes.  
  Now it’s time to upgrade our dogs. Petspeak bridges that gap  
  between fantasy and reality, and gives our dogs a voice.”

PETSPEAK IS EASILY CONTROLLED VIA THE PETSPEAK APP.  
Users can record their own messages, or download them from 
an ever growing audio library. In the Petspeak Community you 
can share videos of your dog talking, and connect with other dog 
owners. United by the love of our dogs! 

Petspeak Co-Founder and Creative Director, Melissa Medina, says,  

 “ With Petspeak we hope to spread joy amongst dog lovers, and  
  make that bond between dog and owner even stronger. They’ll  
  be able to send each other messages, recite movie quotes,   
  or even pick up dates together. Just like in any relationship, it’s  
  all about having fun together!”

Petspeak is live on Kickstarter in February, 2016.

TECH SPECS
Petspeak uses a 3-axis accelerometer, coupled with a high quality 
speaker. It connects wirelessly through Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi. It’s 
compatible to Apple iOS 7.1 + Android 4.0.3 or greater. The built 
in lithium-ion polymer battery recharges through your USB, and a 
full recharge lasts 8+ days. Petspeak can be attached to any size 
dog collar.

www.mypetspeak.com

We’ve invented a device that makes dogs speak. (sort of)

MEDIA CONTACT:   Fredrik Colting / petspeak@mail.com / +1 323 630 3779


